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These pages tell a story of success through
evolution, that of Unieuro.
We took on a challenge with great passion to
become the number one in Italy and with extreme
pride today we declare our leadership in the
consumer electronics and household appliances
retail business.

LEADERSHIP
IN PROGRESS

Over the years we have won the hearts of millions
of customers who have grown at our side.
We are proud to be the leader in our field and we
know that this milestone is just the beginning.
This year our management team will present five
important achievements, fulfilled thanks to the
commitment and dedication of five thousand
people that make up a great and unified team
called Unieuro.
Our ambition is to continue to grow together
with you, our stakeholders. To do this we know
we must constantly look beyond all milestones
reached to date.
Let us continue evolving into tomorrow’s leaders.
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LETTER OF
THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE
OFFICER TO
SHAREHOLDERS
Dear Shareholders,
I like to remember that when, back in 2005, our growth path was first embarked
on, what was at the time Sgm Distribuzione posted turnover of around 300 million
euros, with twenty or so stores and a handful of franchisees. Territorial coverage
was limited to just a few regions in the central-north and we adhered to a purchasing
group, whose trademark we used. Our business was one of many, in a hyperfragmented market where the presence of e-commerce was basically symbolic.
Since then, fourteen years have passed, during which time the company has grown
relentlessly and regardless of the oscillations seen in the macroeconomic context,
thanks to the strength of a unique business model, the passion of our people and
a constant focus on external growth, marked by countless new store openings and
supported by a total of twelve acquisitions, the most important of which, in 2013,
transformed the company into the Unieuro it is today.
Crowning this route of growth and success, it gives me great satisfaction to submit
to you, on behalf of the Board of Directors and the whole of the management team,
this Group Annual Financial Report, which, for the first time ever, assigns Unieuro
the well-earned market leadership position: no longer purely in terms of the number
of sales outlets and profitability, but also turnover volumes, with revenues growing
by 12.3% up to 2.1 billion euros.
Unieuro has thus become Italy’s largest retailer of consumer electronics and
household electrical appliances, a role that is set to be further consolidated this
year, thanks to the full effect of recent acquisitions - including, first and foremost,
the twelve ex-Expert Sicilian stores, operative starting March 2019 - and the launch
into the segment of Large Retail, by means of the innovative partnership with the
Finiper Group.
What is even more important is Unieuro’s profitability, in a notoriously competitive
sector with limited margins: with Adjusted EBITDA standing at 73.6 million euros
and Adjusted Net Profit of 42.7 million, up respectively by 6.7% and 8.3%, the Group
has once again confirmed its capacity to compete profitably, overcoming structural
trends such as the increased penetration of on-line channels and the growing
importance of Black Friday in customer consumption habits.

Once again, cash generation was excellent, with Adjusted Levered Free Cash Flow
of 68.7 million euros and able to finance investments - first and foremost the new
104 thousand square metre logistics platform opened in October in Piacenza - and
to distribute dividends and generate a significant surplus, which is reflected in a Net
Financial Position that is positive for 20.5 million euros at the end of the year.
These are results of which we are very proud indeed and that allow us, for the third
year running, to propose to the Shareholders’ Meeting that a dividend be paid, the
amount of which - in line with the current Dividend Policy - is up on that paid out
two years previous: 1.07 euros per share, making it a coupon return amongst the
highest of all listed companies in Italy.
Two years on from its April 2017 launch on the stock exchange, Unieuro has,
moreover, shown that it is well able and wishes to maintain the commitments
made to investors: from market consolidation to omnichannel investments, growth
in new business segments and rigid cost control, maximisation of cash flow and
remuneration of capital; the action taken has helped assure the credibility on which
all lasting success stories must be built.
This year, our commitment will be even stronger and focus as a priority on the
integration of the new Sicilian stores within the Unieuro network, in respect of the
business culture and values that have decreed the success of the sales outlets
purchased to date. We will also continue to monitor the market, in search of
new opportunities for growth and consolidation in the areas in which territorial
coverage is as yet insufficient, with a close eye on how the Large Retail segment
evolves. Above all, however, we will be concentrating on the business structures
and processes, with a view to strengthening them and adapting them to the
considerable dimensions now reached.
Leadership is a threshold but it is also a responsibility, just as is satisfying our
stakeholders. We strive with great passion, together with all Unieuro people, to
continue to deserve your trust and reinforce the credibility we have worked hard
to conquer.

08 May 2019

Giancarlo Nicosanti Monterastelli
Chief Executive Officer
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Courage is needed to face
change before it engulfs you.
A strategy is needed to evolve
with success, along with ability
for execution that leads to
the desired results.
We at Unieuro have shown that we
have all it takes to be the consumer
electronics market leader in Italy:
courage, strategy and execution.
The road from market maker to
becoming a market leader has truly
been short.
Giancarlo Nicosanti Monterastelli
Chief Executive Officer & Chief Commercial Officer

OUR TURNOVER
At 2.1 billion euros, Unieuro has become the sector leader
in terms of total revenues.
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CORPORATE BODIES
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chairman of the Board of Directors
Chief Executive Officer
Non-Executive Director
Non-Executive Director
Non-Executive Director
Independent Director
Independent Director

RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS COMMITTEE
Bernd Erich Beetz
Giancarlo Nicosanti Monterastelli
Robert Frank Agostinelli
Gianpiero Lenza
Uwe-Ernst Bufe
Stefano Meloni
Marino Marin

CONTROL AND RISK COMMITTEE
• Non-Executive Director
• Director possessing the requirements of
independence indicated by the TUF and the
Corporate Governance Code		
• Chairman of the Committee and Director
possessing the requirements of independence
indicated by the TUF (“Consolidated Finance
Law”) and the Corporate Governance Code

Gianpiero Lenza
Marino Marin

Stefano Meloni

NOMINATIONS AND REMUNERATION COMMITTEE
• Non-Executive Director
• Director possessing the requirements of
independence indicated by the TUF and the
Corporate Governance Code		
• Chairman of the Committee and Director
possessing the requirements of independence
indicated by the TUF (“Consolidated Finance
Law”) and the Corporate Governance Code

Gianpiero Lenza
Marino Marin

Stefano Meloni

• Independent Director
• Independent Director		

Marino Marin
Stefano Meloni

BOARD OF STATUTORY AUDITORS
•
•
•
•
•

Chairman
Statutory Auditor 		
Statutory Auditor 		
Alternate Auditor		
Alternate Auditor

Maurizio Voza
Giorgio Gavelli
Luigi Capitani
Sauro Garavini
Giancarlo De Marchi

SUPERVISORY BODY
• Chairman
• Members:

Giorgio Rusticali
Chiara Tebano
Raffaella Folli

AUDIT COMPANY

KPMG S.p.A.

-
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For us at Unieuro, leadership
is based on a solid operational,
organisational, ethical, cooperative
and ambitious model. Today we are
recognised as market leader thanks
to the trust, goodwill and welcome
with which our stores and our sales
personnel inspire our clients.
Our attitude towards creating new
models and innovative solutions has
allowed us to attain significant success.
We constantly aspire to bettering
ourselves.
Luigi Fusco
Chief Operations Officer

OUR STORES
At 512 stores, Unieuro boasts the most capillary
network in the country.
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HIGHLIGHTS
Product categories

Revenues by channel

GREY
Telephones, computers
and photography

WHITE
Major and small
domestic appliances, air
conditioning systems

BROWN
Televisions, audio
devices and smart-TV
devices

Retail: 70.2%
Online: 11.6%
OTHER PRODUCTS
Consoles, video games,
DVDs and houseware

Revenues by category

Indirect: 11%
B2B: 5.6%
Travel: 1.6%

SERVICES
Delivery, installation,
warranty, consumer
credit

Sales

1,477.8 €m
245.0 €m
231.0 €m
117.1 €m
33.6 €m

Grey: 47.2%
White: 26.1%
Brown: 17.5%
Other products: 5.3%
Services: 4%

992.9 €m
548.5 €m
367.9 €m
110.6 €m
84.5 €m

Values in millions of Euros

2,104.5

2018/19

1,873.8

2017/18

Founded in the late 1930s by Vittorio Silvestrini, Unieuro S.p.A. today leads the
distribution of consumer electronics and household appliances in Italy, with a distinctive,
very centralised business model and an omnichannel approach.

+12.3%

1937

237
Direct Operated Stores

275
Affiliated Stores

Opening
of the first store

Centralisation

Omnichannel Retail

-
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EBITDA adjusted

Values in millions of Euros

73.6

2018/19

68.9

2017/18

Adjusted net income

42.7
39.4

2017/18

Net financial debt

+6.7%
2017/18

-234.6
-205.4

+14.2%

VISION

+8.3%

The Company intends to continue
along its path of profitable growth
by increasing its market share in the
categories most valued by customers,
focusing on the importance of
customers and the opportunities
offered by its omnichannel approach.

Values in millions of Euros

0

2018/19
0

2017/18

20.5

+25 €m

-4.5

Adjusted Levered Free Cash Flow

2017/18

2018/19

Values in millions of Euros

Values in millions of Euros

2018/19

2018/19

Net working capital

MISSION

Values in millions of Euros

68.7
66.7

+3%

Thanks to the suitability and
accommodating nature of its
people, its extensive presence, its
broad product range, the capacity
to organise the items on offer in
an appealing, clear and significant
way, Unieuro is the retail brand
that knows how to combine the
requirements of the people of today
with the technological solutions of
tomorrow.

-
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Our omni-channel strategic vision,
together with coherent narration
of our Brand and a strong inclination
towards innovation in terms of digital
transformation, allows us to anticipate
market trends and aim for a fulfilling
and knowledgeable leadership.
Customer centricity at Unieuro is not
just a goal, but also a competitive
advantage that allows us to improve
day by day, thanks to constant
satisfaction monitoring of those
who choose us.
Bruna Olivieri
Chief Omni-Channel Officer

OUR E-COMMERCE
At 245 million euros, Unieuro’s digital platforms
generate a leader turnover.
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VALUES
We really put people at the heart of things.

PASSION

PROXIMITY

EXPERIENCE

COMMITMENT

In the desire to do,
grow, anticipate

Both territorial and
in understanding the
needs of customers,
always and exactly

The fruit of eighty
years of history and
tradition

In activities, in actions
and to the community

RESPONSIBILITY
Bringing technology to the service
of everyone’s life implies a deep
sense of responsibility and constant
commitment, which goes beyond
a simple mission. This is what
led Unieuro in 2016 to launch the
NoCyberbullying project, which,
amongst its many activities, includes
the #connectedhearts tour in the
theatres and schools, in collaboration
with the State Police Service. An
initiative that, since it first débuted,
has reached more than 30 cities
throughout Italy, informing and
raising the awareness of 40,000
young men and women over the
responsible and well-informed use of
smart phones, tablets and PCs.

1.8
million
of active
UnieuroCLUB customers

99%
Brand Awareness

4,708
Employees

-
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Leadership is not just volume and
sales revenues. We have become the
market leader also because over the
years we have been able to generate
quality and consistently growing
economic and financial results.
Our rigorous approach to costs
and our far-sightedness in terms of
investments permit us to challenge
ourselves to grow every day.
Italo Valenti
Chief Financial Officer

OUR PROFITABILITY
Unieuro’s Adjusted Ebitda is 3.5% of revenues,
top of the sector.
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HISTORY
Unieuro’s roots are based in the entrepreneurial history of the Silvestrini family, who, over
the course of the decades, has successfully assured gradual business growth, through
to the entrance of the private equity operator, Rhône Capital. Since then, the Company
has launched a path of external and internal growth which led to it reaching a national
leadership position.

30’s - 50’s

70’s

2000
2001

2005

The foundation
Vittorio Silvestrini opened the first store in Brisighella (Ravenna)
for the retail sales of gas ovens, wood-fired stoves, radios and
sewing machines. In 1958, the first retail and wholesale point
of sale was launched.
The generational change and the start of the path of growth
In 1973, Giuseppe and Maria Grazia Silvestrini took over the helm
of the business from their father Vittorio. Between 1979 and 1980,
they launched an initial growth path through the establishment
of C.I.D.E.L. s.n.c. di Silvestrini Maria Grazia & C. which, in 1980,
became S.G.M. Distribuzione S.r.l. (the current Unieuro S.p.A.).

2007
2012

External growth
S.G.M. Distribuzione signed a series of strategic acquisitions
from several important players, which led to the chain
quadrupling the number of points of sale managed directly,
going from 21 in 2006 to 81 in 2013.

2013
2014

The new Unieuro
In October 2013, S.G.M. Distribuzione bought from Dixons an English group active in the consumer electronics sector 100% of the then UniEuro, a chain of 94 points of sale located
throughout Italy and founded in 1967 in Alba, Piedmont.
The integration of UniEuro and S.G.M. Distribuzione, led to
the new Unieuro, as it is currently known. An intense path of
rationalisation of the business was launched which led to the
unification of the headquarters in the sole centre of Forlì and
of the centralised logistics hub in Piacenza.

Consolidation
S.G.M. Distribuzione S.r.l. joined Expert Italy S.p.A. Consortile,
in a short time becoming one of the main members in
terms of sale volumes. In 2001, the physical stores in
the chain, flaunting the Marco Polo-Expert brand, were
supported by e-commerce activity through the launch of
marcopoloshop.it, the website in Italy that pioneered the
omnichannel approach thanks to the in-store pick up service.
The admission of Rhône Capital
The international investment fund Rhône Capital II L.P.
acquired the entire share capital of S.G.M. Distribuzione S.r.l.
with control later going to Venice Holdings S.r.l., invested in
by the Silvestrini family and management through a minority
shareholding.

In 2014, Unieuro abandoned the consortium Expert Italy S.p.A.
Consortile to focus on its own brand, already strong and with
a very good recognition at national level.

2015
2016

The expansion continues
In 2015, Unieuro entered into a new market segment, travel
retail, buying eight stores located in Milan and Rome airports
from Dixons Travel S.r.l. The new e-commerce platform was
also launched with the complete restyling of the unieuro.it
website and the launch of the new app.

-
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2017

The acquisition of Monclick
In February, Unieuro signed an agreement for the acquisition
of 100% of Monclick, one of the leading e-commerce operators
in Italy active in the market of consumer electronics and B2B2C
segment, thereby strengthening its online channel.

2018

Admission to the stock exchange
On 4 April 2017, Unieuro shares made their début on the STAR
segment of the Mercato Telematico Azionario organised and
managed by Borsa Italiana S.p.A. through a placement aimed
at Italian and international institutional investors.
The acquisition of 41 new stores
Through three separate deals, Unieuro pursued its external
growth strategy, with the goal of increasing the coverage of the
network and taking advantage of the synergies gained from
the high degree of centralisation of the business model. The
acquisitions regarded 21 Andreoli/Euronics stores in southern
Lazio, Abruzzo and Molise, the flagship Edom/Trony store in
the Roman shopping centre Euroma2 and 19 Cerioni/Euronics
stores throughout Marche and Emilia Romagna.
The new ownership structure
With the sale of an additional 17.5% of the capital, the majority
shareholder Italian Electronics Holdings took the float to 52%
of the capital, before then proceeding the following month
with a spin-off that gave greater transparency to the Unieuro
control chain and particularly highlighted the involvement of
top management in the Company’s ownership.
The reorganisation of the lines of credit
Unieuro stipulated new credit facilities with a pool of banks, at
far better conditions, for a total of 190 million euros, completely
extinguishing the existing loans.

Dimensional growth
In July, Unieuro announced the acquisition of a business unit
from DPS Group S.r.l. in bankruptcy (“DPS”), composed of 8
former Trony stores located in the provinces of Milan, Imperia,
Padua, Potenza and Taranto. These included the Milan-based
flagship store at Milano San Babila. In October, new selective
growth actions took place, including the acquisition of 5 stores
from Galimberti/Euronics, thereby strengthening Unieuro in
the north-east.
The new Piacenza logistics hub
October saw the opening of the new 104,000 square metre
central distribution platform in Piacenza, efficient and
automated, it provides a starting point for a comprehensive
logistics strategy, intended to bring it even closer to end-users.

2019

Entrance into Mass Merchandisers’ segment
In January, Unieuro officially signed an important innovative
partnership agreement with the Finiper Group, which will lead
to the opening of 21 Unieuro by Iper shops-in-shops within
“Iper, La grande i” hypermarkets by end 2019. The Company
thus extended its market consolidation to include the Mass
Merchandisers’ segment.
Landing in Sicily
The second largest acquisition in the history of Unieuro
regarded 12 Sicilian stores belonging to Pistone S.p.A., one
of the most important member of the Expert buying group
operating in Italy. The transaction, which was announced in
January and finalised in March, marked Unieuro’s expansion
into Sicily, a densely populated region that was not yet
efficiently covered.
Market leadership
Already boasting the most extensive sales network, with the closure
of FY 2018/2019, Unieuro also achieved a leadership position in
terms of revenues, becoming to all intents and purposes the overall
leader in the distribution of consumer electronics and household
appliances in Italy.

-
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We have guided the consolidation
process in the sector in Italy, reaching
the peak. We have been able
to assimilate and integrate multiple
company cultures and our innate
inclination to dialogue has allowed
us to grow, keeping our desire
to look beyond in order to obtain
the maximum alive. In this too
we are unique.
Andrea Scozzoli
Chief Development Officer

OUR STRATEGY
Thanks to 12 acquisitions over 12 years, Unieuro
is the indisputable consolidator in the Italian market.
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Investor Relations

SHARE PERFORMANCE
20

Main data as at 28 February 2019

18
16

Listing:

Italian Stock Exchange, STAR Segment

14

Ticker:

Borsa Italiana UNIR; Bloomberg UNIR:IM; Reuters UNIR.MI

12

ISIN:

IT0005239881

10

Share Capital:

Euro 4,000,000

No. of Shares:

20,000,000

Performance
since the IPO:

-12.4%

FY 2017/18 dividend:

Euro 1.00 per share

8
6
4
2

28. FEB. 2019

JAN. 2019

DEC. 2018

Mediobanca S.p.A.

Volume

NOV. 2018

Specialist:

Ftse Star Index

OCT. 2018

Euro 780,618

Unieuro share

SEPT. 2018

FY 2018/19 daily
average turnover:

AUG. 2018

62,839 shares

JULY 2018

FY 2018/19 daily
average volumes:

JUNE 2018

Euro 11.63

MAY 2018

FY 2018/19 average
price:

APR. 2018

+21.8%

01. MAR. 2018

0

Absolute return since
the IPO:

= Dividend

OWNERSHIP STRUCTURE
Main shareholders as at 28 February 2019, according to available information, are:

Shareholder
Rhône Capital
(through Italian Electronics Holdings S.à.r.l.)1
Dixons Carphone plc. (through Alfa S.r.l.)1

7.2 %

Some shareholders linked to Silvestrini
family2

5.1 %

Amundi A.M.1
Some top-managers of Unieuro2
Free float
1
2

33.8 %

Source: Consob
According to the Shareholders’ Register at 12 June 2018

5%
1.8 %
47.1 %

-
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WE WILL
KEEP ON TALKING
ABOUT GROWTH

Unieuro’s winning strategy has allowed it to
become the leader in consumer electronics and
household appliances distribution.
In these pages Giancarlo, Luigi, Bruna, Italo and
Andrea have told the story of just five of the
concrete milestones that make the five thousand
people at Unieuro a unique team with a shared
vision.
Step by step we continue to grow in order
to celebrate with you the next phases of our
evolution.
We are not stopping now. What about you?

Unieuro S.p.A.
Via Schiaparelli, 31
47122 Forlì (FC)
unieurospa.com

